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GENERA IN ABELIAN EXTENSIONS

ROBERT GOLD

ABSTRACT.    The principal genus in an abelian extension is charac-

terized as the kernel of norm residue symbols at the ramified primes.

Let F be a finite algebraic number field and  K a finite abelian ex-

tension of F with G = Gal (K/F).   Let  K be the Hubert class field of K

and let  CK be the ideal class group of  K.   By class field theory the fields

lying between  K and  K  are in one-one correspondence with the sub-

groups of C„.   Let  L   be the genus field of  K/F.   Thus  L  is the maximal

abelian extension of F  contained in   K.  The subgroup of  C„  corresponding

to L  is known as the principal genus and the quotient of C„  modulo the

principal genus is the group of genera.  If G is cyclic and generated by

some g 6 G, then it is easily seen that the principal genus is  Cjf,-8.  If,

for general  G, one forms  ¡G = 2   eG(l - g)Z[G] C Z[G], then C„      corre-

sponds to what Furuta in [ l] calls the central class field of F  in  K.   But in

general  C¡p   is a proper subgroup of the principal genus.

Our definition of genera is relatively modern and is made in the context

of class field theory and cohomology of groups.  Gauss' original definition

in [2] for quadratic extensions of the rationals was based solely on certain

arithmetic characters of C„.   Hasse has shown in [4] when   F = Q, i.e.

the absolutely abelian case, that the principal genus in the modern sense

could still be characterized by characters.   Even more recently, Halter-Koch

[3] has shown that this can be done in a slightly loosened sense in the

relative cyclic case as well, i.e. arbitrary  F  and cyclic  G.   We prove here

that the principal genus for any abelian extension  K/F  can be described,

in a sense to be made precise below, by arithmetic characters.

Let F be the Hubert class field of F  and let  C„  be the ideal class
F

group of F.   The relative norm from  K to  F  on ideals of  K induces a

homomorphism  Ai: C„—> Cp.   Note this is not the norm endomorphism of
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CK  as a  G-module.  Let H be the principal genus.   It is the subgroup of

CK corresponding to the genus field   L.   Thus  C,./rY = Gal(L/K) and if

5ß  is a prime ideal of  K, then the class of  5ß, to be denoted by 5ß, is in

f/ if and only if ty is completely decomposed in L/K.

Let  b be any prime divisor, finite or infinite, of F; then the norm resi-

due symbol locally at   b defines a homomorphism from    f * to C by  a —>

(a   /   ) ■  I"1 particular, let   b ,. . . , b   be the primes which are ramified in

K/F and let /.(a) = (-^—)   for a e F*.   Let /: Fx-*Gl by /(a) =

(/,(«),-••, /t(a)).

Let  (7p   be the group of units of  F.   And let  5 = f(Up) Ç G*.   Note, as

in [3], that if G  is cyclic, then the kernel of / on Up  is   Up C\ N(K)   and

so    (S) = [c/p: L/p PiN(K)].   Compare the genus formula for cyclic exten-

sions.

Let NCK be the kernel of N: C „ —* C p.   Under Artin reciprocity the

map  N  corresponds with the restriction map  Gal(K/K)—>Gal(F/F).   The

kernel of the restriction map is  Gal(K/KF)   and it follows that ^C     cor-

responds to the composite  KF.   It is clear that  L 3 KF and therefore

NCK 2 H.   So it suffices to characterize  H  among the subgroups of  NC „.

Let 21 be an ideal of K such that 21 e „C„.  Then N(2I)   is principal

in F.  Say N(2I) = (a), a e Fx.  Choose any e € U p.   Then  /(af) =

(//af),... , /t(ae)) = /(e) • /(a), and f(£) e S.   Furthermore if SÎ = 8, then

S = (a)  • (21)  and  N(8) = (N(a))  ' W(D.  However /(N(a)) = (l, • • • , 1).

From these facts we see that  /  induces a homomorphism /: NC„   —»

G'/S.   We may now state our theorem exactly.

Theorem.  Let  K/F be a finite abelian extension of number fields

with Galois group G  and let H be the principal genus for K/F, the sub-

group of CK fixing the genus field for  K/F.   Let f: NC„—»G'/S  be the

modified product of local norm residue symbols described above.   Then H

equals the kernel of f.

Proof.   To show  Ker(/) Ç H: Let  ^,  be a prime ideal of  K with  5ß e

Ker(/)   and 5ß f b.,  1: = 1,..., t. In particular fj e NCK, so let N($) =

b7= (p').  By definition of /. we have (fx(p'), ■■■, ft(p')) 6 S = /(t/p).

Hence there is an  t € U     such that f (p) = /(e) for i = 1, • • •, t.  Let

p = p'r l  so that Nöß) = b'= (p) and /.(p) =1  for i = 1, ■. •, t.   Recall

that

/.H^'-ftnU**2)-1
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Thus (£i-tZf) fixes  K and is an element of Gal (L/K).   Now p is a   b¿-

unit for  i = 1,..., t.  Hence  (^/F)   e T(b.,  L/F)  Ç  Gal(L/F), where

T indicates inertia subgroup. But Gal(L/K) PlT(b., L/F) =\l\ since L/K is un-

ramified. Hence (P'L/F) = i  for i = 1,.... t.
fi

Since the product of norm residue symbols is   1 and p is a unit at

every unramified prime but   b, we have

It follows that  (ft  /—) = 1.  Let 77 be a local uniformizing parameter at

b in F.  Then (ffl  ft    )   generates  Z(b, L/F), the decomposition group of

b.  Recall that  j,(p) =/öß/0 = #(Z(b, K/F)).   But

Hence  "(Z^, L/F)) < / = #(Z(b, K/F)).   It follows that the two decomposi-

tion groups  coincide  and therefore that  5ß   is completely decomposed in

L/K.  Hence  |e/i.

To show Ker(/) D r/: Let c be any class in H Ç CK.  We can find a

prime ideal §  such that Sß = c e //  and  Sß f £., i = 1,..., t.  Hence  5f? is

completely decomposed in  L/K.   Recall  H C „C„  and let  N(5)3) = ¡3'= (p).

Let   f be the conductor of L/F.   Thus  Gal (L/F) 3k I   (F)/N(l   (L))S    (F).

Now  L  is the maximal abelian extension of  F  in  K, hence by the norm

limitation theorem  N(/f (K) )   • S   (F) = N(/   (L))  • S   (F).  We know that

p'eN(L(L))   since  5ß is completely decomposed in L/K and / = /(5ß/b).

Hence   b/e N(/f (K) )   -St(F).  So let  b' = N^/p(2I) • (a) for 21 e L (K)

and a e Fx,   a = 1 mod f. Hence (p) = N^/F(2I) • (a). Since  a = 1 mod f

and   f is the conductor of L/F, we have  (a* h'    ) = 1  for  i = 1, • • • , t.   It

follows that /.(a) = 1 for each  i, by restriction from L  to K.

Let Q be any prime ideal of K. Then N^/K(Q) = q^, where / = /(Q/q)

is also the order of Cf  in the group  C„.   It follows that the norm of every

prime, and hence of every ideal, from   K  to   K is principal.  (This is part

of the correspondence: K —»{l} Ç C„.)   So let N^/i.(2I) = (a), a € K.  Then

N(?P) = (p) = (a -NK/F(a)_).  But /.(a) = 1  and f¿N(a)) = 1 for all  z. It

follows immediately that  !p e Ker(/).
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